Franklin K2 Alternative Strategies Fund
—Advisor Class
Product Profile

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
(AS OF 3/31/15)
NASDAQ Symbol
FABZX
Fund Inception Date
10/11/13
Dividends
Annually
Investment Style
Alternative
Benchmarks
BofA Merrill Lynch US
3-Month Treasury Bill
Index
HFRX Global Hedge
Fund Index
Lipper Classification
Alternative
Multi-Strategy Funds
Total Net Assets—All Share
662 million
Classes
Maximum Initial Sales Charge
None

First Quarter 2015

FUND DESCRIPTION
The Fund’s principal investment goal is capital appreciation with lower volatility relative to the broad equity
markets. The Fund seeks to achieve its investment goal by allocating its assets across multiple alternative
strategies.

PERFORMANCE DATA
Average Annual Total Returns for Periods Ended March 31, 2015 (%)

Franklin K2 Alternative Strategies Fund—Advisor Class
BofA Merrill Lynch US 3-Month Treasury Bill Index
HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index

1 Mth*

3 Mths*

YTD*

0.36
0.00
0.33

2.77
0.00
2.06

2.77
0.00
2.06

Since Incept *
(10/11/13)
8.48
0.06
2.29

Total Annual Operating Expenses—With Waiver:2.52% Without Waiver:3.41%
Capped Expense Ratio^: 1.95%
Performance data represents past performance, which does not guarantee future results. Current performance may
differ from figures shown. The fund's investment return and principal value will change with market conditions, and you
may have a gain or a loss when you sell your shares. Please call Franklin Templeton Investments at (800) DIAL
BEN/(800) 342-5236 or visit franklintempleton.com for the most recent month-end performance.
The fund has an expense reduction contractually guaranteed through at least September 30, 2015. The fund may also have a fee
waiver associated with any investments it makes in a Franklin Templeton money fund, an arrangement that is contractually
guaranteed through at least its current fiscal year end. Fund investment results reflect any expense reduction and fee waiver (“Total
Annual Operating Expenses with Waiver”). Without these reductions, the results would have been lower.
^The investment manager has contractually agreed to waive or assume certain expenses so that total annual fund operating
expenses (excluding Rule 12b-1 fees; acquired fund fees and expenses; expenses related to securities sold short; and certain
non-routine expenses) for each class of the fund do not exceed (and could be less than) 1.95% until September 30, 2015.
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*Cumulative Total Returns.
For information related to the “Performance Data” section please see Explanatory Notes.
Not FDIC Insured | May Lose Value | No Bank Guarantee
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MANAGER ROSTER (AS OF 3/31/15)
Long Short Equity

Global Macro

Target Allocation

25% - 40%

Chilton Investment Company, LLC

Target Allocation

0% - 20%

Graham Capital Management, L.P.

Impala Asset Management, LLC
Independence Capital Asset Partners, LLC
Jennison Associates, LLC
Wellington Management Company LLP
Event Driven
Target Allocation

15% - 30%

P. Schoenfeld Asset Management L.P.
York Capital Management
Relative Value
Target Allocation

30% - 45%

Basso Capital Management, L.P.
Chatham Asset Management, LLC
Lazard Asset Management, LLC
Loomis Sayles & Company, L.P.

PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION (AS OF 3/31/15)
Strategy Allocation (% of Total)

Relative Value
Long Short Equity
Event Driven
Global Macro

%
36.03
31.91
21.75
10.31

For information related to the “Manager Roster” and the “Portfolio Diversification” sections, please see Explanatory Notes.
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PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS (AS OF 3/31/15)
Portfolio Exposure
Gross Exposure
Net Exposure

164.70%
62.38%

Long Exposure

113.54%

Short Exposure

-51.16%

PERFORMANCE RISK STATISTICS - Advisor Class
Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) Statistics
(As of 3/31/15)
Performance Risk Statistics
Standard Deviation

1 Year
4.95

Performance data represents past performance, which does not guarantee future
results. Current performance may differ from figures shown. The fund's investment
return and principal value will change with market conditions, and you may have a
gain or a loss when you sell your shares. Please call Franklin Templeton Investments
at (800) DIAL BEN/(800) 342-5236 or visit franklintempleton.com for the most recent
month-end performance.
GLOSSARY
Gross Exposure: Gross exposure is the sum of the absolute value of all exposures, including derivatives, as a percentage of total assets. The sum of the percentage of long positions and short (in
absolute terms) positions.
Long Exposure: Sum of the long exposures, including derivatives, as a percentage of total assets.
Net Exposure: Net exposure is the sum of the total value of all exposures, including derivatives, as a percentage of total assets. The percentage value of the long positions less the percentage value
of the short positions.
Short Exposure: Sum of the short exposures, including derivatives, as a percentage of total assets.
Standard Deviation: Standard deviation is a statistical measurement of the dispersion of historical returns. A higher standard deviation means greater volatility. Calculated by annualizing the standard
deviation of the fund's daily returns over the 1-year period ended as of the date of the calculation.
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MARKET REVIEW

PERFORMANCE REVIEW AND CONTRIBUTORS TO PERFORMANCE

Global equity markets rose overall during 2015's
first quarter, with developed-market equities
slightly outperforming their emerging-market
counterparts. By region, US stocks
underperformed global equities, while European
stocks outperformed. US economic reports
released during the three-month period were
generally weaker than in prior months. Key gauges
of manufacturing and services sector sentiment
continued to indicate economic expansion, though
the manufacturing reading decreased. Additionally,
the average monthly employment gains for the
quarter were the least since the first quarter of
2014. At its March meeting, the US Federal
Reserve (Fed) removed the word “patient” from its
monetary policy guidance, but committee
members reduced their economic growth outlook
and suggested that any future interest-rate hikes
could be gradual. Also in March, the European
Central Bank (ECB) began monthly asset
purchases to boost the region's economy. Despite
easing somewhat during the quarter, deflation
persisted in the eurozone. Japan's economy
expanded in 2014's fourth quarter, driven by an
increase in private consumption and a rise in
exports due to the weaker Japanese yen.
However, inflation cooled during January and
February, and the Bank of Japan maintained its
stimulus program at its policy meeting in March.

Performance Review

Among emerging markets, Asian stocks gained
overall for the first quarter while Latin American
equity markets fell. China's economic growth
exceeded consensus estimates in the fourth
quarter of 2014 but was lower than a year earlier
and slightly below the government's target for
calendar-year 2014. The People's Bank of China
further cut benchmark interest rates to augment
growth as deflation risks increased. Brazil's
economy expanded in the fourth quarter of 2014.
However, the country's central bank raised its key
interest rate twice in three months to restrain
inflation. Meanwhile, the Central Bank of Russia
cut its benchmark rate twice during the quarter due
to concerns of a cooling economy.

First Quarter 2015

The fund posted strong performance in the first quarter of 2015, with all subadvisors in each strategy
capturing gains. Global macro returns led contributors in the period, followed by long short equity, event
driven and relative value.
Long Short Equity
All five long-short equity strategy subadvisors posted gains for the first quarter, led by the health care sector
specialist manager.
Divergent equity returns -- both globally and within regions -- provided a strong alpha environment for long
short equity trading strategies. In terms of performance drivers, a multi-specialty health care company was a
large contributor across several managers, as the company reported fourth-quarter 2014 earnings that
surpassed analyst estimates, and it exercised an option in the first quarter of 2015 to acquire a
pharmaceutical company with a successful liver disease drug. In addition to health care, sector exposures to
technology and consumer discretionary tended to outperform, while materials and telecommunications
detracted overall. Broadly speaking, strong stock selection on both the long and short sides of portfolios, as
well as the announcement of several takeover events, drove returns. An area of weakness for several
managers was exposure to airlines, as the industry was negatively affected when oil prices rallied in
February. Despite this softness, the subadvisor managers have maintained a constructive outlook on
airlines as many investor expectations are leaning toward lower oil prices for a longer period, and as retail
travel trends have continued to improve. Accommodative monetary policy, keyed by the ECB's
announcement of a quantitative easing program, drove European equities higher in the quarter, also
benefiting several subadvisors.
In aggregate, net and gross exposures remained fairly consistent. Managers trimmed long positions that
approached the managers' price targets and utilized the market volatility to establish positions in new ideas
from their pipelines. On the short side, a set of managers shifted some of their exposures from index hedges
to single-name holdings.
Heading into the start of the next earnings season, managers anticipate an uptick in dispersion at both the
stock and sector levels, which may present what they view as compelling trading opportunities.
Relative Value
All four of the fund's relative value subadvisors posted gains for the quarter. Broadly speaking, managers
benefited from spreads tightening, particularly in lower-rated credits, as well as from a rise in the equity
markets. Lower beta exposures underperformed slightly, while higher beta exposures to sectors such as
energy and the metals and mining industry tended to outperform. Convertible bonds gained along with
equity markets in an environment of improved liquidity and strong demand from outright buyers. Many
convertible arbitrage managers expect new-issuance activity to remain robust as companies increasingly
utilize convertibles to help finance merger-and-acquisition transactions. Long positions in high yield bonds
also gained, while short equity and high-yield bond index hedges detracted amid broader market rallies.
Event Driven
The event-driven strategy benefited from a diverse set of exposures in both merger arbitrage and in special
situations, as the managers identified a steady supply of new opportunities developed in both the United
States and Europe. Individual performance drivers were diverse by security and sector, with positive
catalysts including events in the consumer discretionary, pharmaceuticals and food manufacturing areas.
Minor detractors from results included energy and automotive sector exposures and cable and satellite
television, along with hedges against broad market indexes.
Global Macro
The fund's global macro allocation performed very strongly in 2015's first quarter. Commodities, currencies
and fixed income all contributed to performance, while equity performance was flat to down. Gains in
commodities came from positions in energy, agriculturals and precious metals. Positive performance in all
three categories of commodities came from net short positioning. The largest contributors to positive results
in currencies were short positions in the British pound, the Swiss franc and the Australian dollar. Weakness
in equities came from the manager's net long positioning in the United States and the United Kingdom.
Outlook
While directional swings driven by macro factors may challenge short-term security fundamentals, longer
term we anticipate broad-based asset dispersion, which could benefit alternative and non-directional
strategies.
In general, we think global financial markets hold a fair amount of risk given current price levels, the
weakness in international economies and currency headwinds for many corporations and investors. We are
also concerned that first-quarter earnings may come in below consensus expectations, particularly in the

The above commentary does not provide a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any market, region, industry, security, portfolio or pooled investment vehicle. Portfolio holdings
information, opinions and other market or economic information and data provided are as of the date of the commentary, unless another date is expressly indicated, and may change without notice.
Statements of fact cited by the manager have been obtained from sources considered reliable but no representation is made as to their completeness or accuracy. The manager’s assessment of a
particular industry, region, security, sector or investment is intended solely to provide insight into the manager’s investment process and is not a recommendation to buy or sell any security, nor
investment advice. References to particular securities or sectors are only for the limited purpose of illustrating general market or economic conditions and are not recommendations to buy or sell a
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW AND CONTRIBUTORS TO PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)
energy sector and for companies with larger international exposure. Overall, global market valuations
remained toward the middle of their long-term ranges, in our view, dampening bigger thematic trade
opportunities and placing the emphasis on individual stock selection, micro themes and dislocations at the
company versus sector level. We believe this environment should be positive for active management going
forward.
In the United States, decent growth and improving labor market conditions remain key components of the
broadening US economic expansion. Although wage inflation has remained notably absent, such low levels
of unemployment have historically signposted a return to full employment and preceded gains in income and
consumption. We believe the decline in unemployment will instill a reasonable confidence at the Fed that
slack is coming out of the US labor market, and inflation will move toward the Fed's target over the forecast
period. Furthermore, we believe that recent anecdotal evidence of large and small companies announcing
wage increases for their lowest-paid works will eventually feed into the wage data. As such, we still believe
the Fed will likely embark on a path of interest-rate normalization later this year, but this course could
change quickly.

The above commentary does not provide a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any market, region, industry, security, portfolio or pooled investment vehicle. Portfolio holdings
information, opinions and other market or economic information and data provided are as of the date of the commentary, unless another date is expressly indicated, and may change without notice.
Statements of fact cited by the manager have been obtained from sources considered reliable but no representation is made as to their completeness or accuracy. The manager’s assessment of a
particular industry, region, security, sector or investment is intended solely to provide insight into the manager’s investment process and is not a recommendation to buy or sell any security, nor
investment advice. References to particular securities or sectors are only for the limited purpose of illustrating general market or economic conditions and are not recommendations to buy or sell a
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INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY AND PROCESS
Investment Philosophy
Our investment philosophy is to work to grow capital by seeking to produce attractive risk-adjusted returns with lower correlation to traditional asset classes and
reduced volatility. We believe that comprehensive risk management, rigorous manager research and active strategy allocation are key to a successful multistrategy, multi-manager alternatives fund.

Investment Process
K2 Advisors (K2) combines manager research with strategy allocation analysis to construct a dynamic multi-manager, multi-strategy fund that seeks to reduce
downside risk while providing capital appreciation potential from a complementary alternative source of returns.

• Dynamic and diversified alternative strategy allocation analysis is performed from a top-down perspective. Through this analysis, K2 seeks to identify factors
influencing returns and risks across market cycles.

• Utilizing holdings-based transparency, K2 seeks to identify alpha-generating managers through manager research and monitoring. On an ongoing basis,
K2 then monitors each manager’s market exposures as well as operational and headline risks.

• K2’s portfolio construction process aims to manage overall portfolio exposures and risks through extensive modeling and scenario analysis.

An Integrated Solution to Access Multiple Alternative Strategies
LONG SHORT EQUITY Generally seeks to
produce returns from investments in the
equity markets by making long and short
investments in stocks and common stock
indices
Strategy examples: Growth • Value • Market
Neutral • Sector • Region

RELATIVE VALUE Encompasses a wide
range of investment techniques that are
intended to profit from pricing inefficiencies
Strategy examples: Credit Long Short • Credit
Arbitrage • Convertible Arbitrage • Volatility Arbitrage

FRANKLIN K2
ALTERNATIVE
STRATEGIES FUND

GLOBAL MACRO Generally focuses on
macroeconomic opportunities across
numerous markets and investments

EVENT DRIVEN Generally invests in
securities of companies undergoing
corporate events

Strategy examples: Discretionary • Systematic

Strategy examples: Merger Arbitrage • Special
Situations (spin-offs, recapitalizations, exchange
offers, liquidations)

INVESTMENT AND MANAGEMENT TEAM (AS OF 3/31/15)
Franklin K2 Alternative Strategies Fund Management Team
David K. Saunders
Brooks Ritchey
Robert Christian

Years with Firm
20
9
4

Years Experience
32
31
25

WHAT ARE THE RISKS
All investments involve risks, including possible loss of principal. The market values of securities owned by the Fund will go up or down, sometimes rapidly or
unpredictably. The Fund's performance depends on the manager's skill in selecting, overseeing, and allocating Fund assets to the sub-advisors. The Fund is
actively managed and could experience losses if the investment manager's and sub-advisors' judgment about particular investments made for the Fund's portfolio
prove to be incorrect. Some sub-advisors may have little or no experience managing the assets of a registered investment company. Foreign investments are
subject to greater investment risk such as political, economic, credit and information risks as well as risk of currency fluctuations. Investments in derivatives involve
costs and create economic leverage, which may result in significant volatility and cause the Fund to participate in losses (as well as gains) that significantly exceed
the Fund's initial investment. Lower-rated or high yield debt securities involve greater credit risk, including the possibility of default or bankruptcy. Currency
management strategies could result in losses to the Fund if currencies do not perform as the investment manager or sub-advisor expects. The Fund may make
short sales of securities, which involves the risk that losses may exceed the original amount invested. Merger arbitrage investments risk loss if a proposed
reorganization in which the fund invests is renegotiated or terminated. Liquidity risk exists when securities have become more difficult to sell, or are unable to be
sold, at the price at which they have been valued. Please see the prospectus and summary prospectus for information on these as well as other risk
considerations.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
PERFORMANCE DATA
The fund offers other share classes subject to different fees and expenses, which will affect their performance.
Source for Index: FactSet. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index.
BofA Merrill Lynch, used with permission.
Hedge Fund Research, Inc. – www.hedgefundresearch.com. The HFR Indices are being used under license from Hedge Fund Research, Inc., which does not endorse or approve of any of the
contents of this report.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
MANAGER ROSTER
The target allocations reflect end of period target allocations. The fund may shift allocations among managers and/or strategies at any time. Further, K2 may determine in its sole discretion to not
allocate to one or more of the above-referenced strategies or managers or to add new managers and strategies. Accordingly the above target allocations are presented for illustrative purposes only,
and should not be viewed as predictive of the ongoing composition of the fund’ portfolio (and its managers), which may change at any time.
PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION
Strategy Allocation: Weightings as percentage of invested capital into fund managers (sub-advisors or co-managers). Holdings are subject to change. Due to rounding, the strategy breakdown may
not equal 100%.

Investors should carefully consider a fund's investment goals, risks, charges and expenses before investing. To obtain a summary prospectus and/or prospectus, which contains
this and other information, talk to your financial advisor, call us at (800) DIAL BEN/(800) 342-5236 or visit franklintempleton.com. Please carefully read a prospectus before you
invest or send money.

Franklin Templeton Distributors, Inc.
One Franklin Parkway
San Mateo, California 94403-1906
(800) DIAL BEN® (800) 342-5236
franklintempleton.com
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